Abstracl-This paper describes the methodology and the evaluation of a 3D skeletonization algorithm applied on brain vascular structure. This method is based on the application of the minimum cost-spanning tree using Dijkstra's algorithm and seems well appropriate to tubular objects. We briefly describe the different steps, from the segmentation to the skeleton analysis. Besides, we propose an original evaluation scheme of the method based on digital phantom and clinical data. The final aim of this work is to provide a symbolic description framework applied to cerebro-vascular structures.
II.METIIOD
The implementation of symbolic description often respects the same main scheme [4; 5] . Description is acquired after an extraction of data (binarization) and a skeletonization followed by branches-nodes identification and graph representation of the tree structure (Fig. 2) .
In this section, we present a method based on Dijkstra's algorithm, with more emphasis on the skeletonization method.
A. Segmentation
The segmentation approach used for vessels extraction was described in [7] [8] [9] .
Methodology is based on the analysis of Maximum of Intensity Projection (MIP) images. For every voxel, a degree of membership is computed by combining its grey level, the grey level of its projection and Contrast to Noise Ratio (CNR) of initial images ( Fig. 1 -Eq. I).
J1 v (X,U,z) = Gl v (x,y,z)/GIM1P(x,y)X Wz (Eq. l) where J1 v (x, y, z) is the membership degree in position (x,y,z), Glv is the grey level of the voxel, GiMIP(x,y) is the grey level of the projection of voxels (x, y) according the direction z , Wz is a weighting.
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.;.,-,. "...;,., ...,. .. .,. """" "; + ., In this paper, we generalize the implementation of the minimum cost path Dijkstra's algorithm, introduced by Wan et aL [6] , in order to skeletonize the tree up to the most distal vessels.
Our skeletonization method is based on two stages: minimum cost spanning tree construction (Dijkstra's algorithm) and then, centerline and branches extraction from Dijkstra's tree.
1)
Minimum cost spanning tree construction: The minimum cost spanning tree requires a preliminary conversion of the volume into a 3D weighted graph. We assume each voxel to be a node of graph whom branches are given by the relations of 26-neighbourhood between voxels. This step enables to define the neighbourhood links between every voxel and to allocate for each voxel a link towards his closest neighbour.
2) Centerlin e and branches extraction from Dijkstra's tree: Extraction of the centerline is based on scanning backwards the tree from the furthest node from the source point S (automatically chosen as an extremity of the vascular tree) to S. From the sole path link attributed at each node and the tree, i.e. an orientated graph (impossible step backwards), the centerline is defined as the longest branch.
Obviously, this step only allows the centerline extraction. In our perspective, it is necessary to iterate the process for every branch linked to the centerline. Thus, from the extracted centerline, we proposed an extraction algorithm of the first generation branches, based on the choice of a threshold. To allow extraction of the most distal branches, we implemented this algorithm in a recursive way (Fig. 3) . For each detected branch, we search its connected branches. This detection operates in the same way by scanning the branch but the criterion of conservation of a branch is its length instead of its distance from the source as applied on the previous step.
Recursive algorithm
for all connected components 
C. Symbolic description
After the skeletonization, the identification of different branches is done by analyzing the skeleton voxels. The detection of end and junctions voxels allows defining each branch or vascular segment. These specific points are usually classified by a neighbourhood analysis (counting number of neighbours). However, our skeletonization method provides this information directly in the branches extraction steps. Figure 4 shows a tree-view representation of the symbolic description.
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III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Evaluation
There are few evaluation methods of skeletonization algorithms. Palagyi et al. [4] offer an interesting scheme for quantitative evaluation. From a physical phantom, a digital phantom and in-vivo acquisitions, they evaluate the number of discerned branches, the error of positioning, and the detected branches diameters, length and volumes.
In this study, we have adopted a similar approach. First, we have developed digital vascular phantoms built from their skeleton. Knowing the source skeleton enables comparison of computed skeleton with the ground truth.
Our study also concerned clinical data. Images have been acquired on a MRI (MRI Vision 1.5 T Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) to assess the algorithm in actual conditions of acquisitions. Results are illustrated Table 1 .
For every volume, and to assess the robustness of the algorithm, as recommended in [4] , a rotation of 5° from -15° to 15° is applied before processing.
From the digital model experiment, we estimate the error of positioning by Hausdorffs distance between reference skeleton and computed skeleton.
For digital phantom and clinical data, in order to prove the reversibility of the skeleton, the reconstruction of the vascular structure (according to the symbolic description) is evaluated from the Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) with the original vascular structure. Reproducibility of branch radius and branch volume is estimate by comparing means of rotated volumes and initial volume. Table 2 shows the means of these measurements for the 18 rotated volumes.
Obviously, Hausdorff's distance can be computed only for digital model.
B.Results
Algorithms were implemented on the laboratory software platform (ArtiMED) developed in Borland C++. Manipulations were performed on a PC (processor: AMD 2.4 GHz-RAM: 2Go). 
N. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a novel approach for the extraction of the brain vascular tree. Furthermore, we have proposed an original evaluation framework suitable for any skeletonization approach.
Good DSC proves the skeleton reversibility and low positioning and index errors between reference and computed skeletons denote robustness of the algorithm. It allows us to conclude in the adequacy of the method with tree-like objects and more particularly in our case of vascular cerebral network.
However, we observed some limitations of the method.
Indeed, like most of the methods, ours is only semi automatic since it requires the choice of thresholds during the extraction of the branches. The second limitation is inherent to our application frame. Since Dijkstra's algorithm is always leading to an oriented graph (without cycle), it fails in case of the circle of Willis. These two limitations should be corrected in a further implementation. This kind of vessels representation could bring many new applications (new models for Computational Fluid Dynamics, models for the simulation of tools/network interactions, Atlas construction ... ).
The first trivial benefit of this method is the possible interaction between the skeleton and the tree view of the symbolic description. It allows the neurosurgeon to identify simply a branch and its children (e.g. to know where to clip an artery) and to access to his morphological data (Fig. 5) . Finally, this symbolic description is being applied in the field of neurosurgery. In this context, we develop planning software for Stereotactic Electro Encephalogram procedures with the benefits of a well known vascular tree representation leading to a safer gesture. We use data of our description to detect potential collision (Fig. 6 ). 
